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Abstract 
All teaching and learning lies in the art of questioning. Questioning which is the basis of teaching task encourages recalling , 
deepens the learning process and comprehension , promotes the imagination and problem-solving , satisfies the sense of curiosity 
, and increases the creativity . Researches show that primary school teachers and students usually ask one question every two 
minutes .This amount is much lower in guidance school and high school. On the other hand only about %8 of the questions are 
posed for encouraging the students’ thinking and reflection.  Creativity which is the most sublime and exquisite gift of God to 
human helps nations and cultures progress rapidly.  
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1 . Introduction  
Facing with various questions, learners provide different, non-standard and even strange solutions. If these 
solutions, while strange, lead to acceptable solutions those answers and solutions are considered creative. Creativity 
is of great importance, while curiosity is permanent. The curiosity among the children results in asking 125 
questions daily while and adult with a logical world view normally ask only 6 questions. In a researcher project Pat 
and Bremer (1976) asked 190 American teachers to state their reasons for questioning. They found that most of the 
questions posed were first to check the students’ comprehension and then to diagnose their problems and to recall 
the facts. Only %10 of the teachers used questioning to encourage students to think ( Kiamanesh, 2004 ). 
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1 . 1 . The creation of creativity  
 
In order to manifest creativity, we have to believe that we are created to play our parts in changing the world 
around us, then we will see that how that outcome is surprising ( Suleimani , 2008) . What is the creation of 
creativity? How can one be creative? What are factors affect creativity? Who are considered creative? These are the 
questions that have been long discussed and now are in hot debate. One of the methods of formation and 
development of creativity is questioning skill. 
  
1 . 2 The questioning skill  
 
Observing gifted students and experienced teachers, Silverman (1980) found that teachers provide little 
information to their students. They spend most of their time asking questioning instead of teaching and avoid 
answering their questions. Teachers return the questions to the students in a special manner to ask for their opinions. 
After commenting, teachers provide some feedbacks to their without any judgments and accept their responses 
eagerly. This type of behavior not only strengthens the creativity but it also encourages the learners to ask questions 
and actively participate in class activities which leads to a pleasant  , thoughtful , and creative class atmosphere .To 
encourage students to ask unusual challenging questions may students in promoting creative behavior . When 
students actually see that they can ask their favorite questions and not worry about the reactions to their behavior, 
their creative behavior extends to other areas ( Kharazi , 2003 ) . 
 
1 . 3 . Creative questioning  
 
Addressing open questions (what and why) and discussing the appropriate ways to answer the questions,   
encourages children to be adventurer and make each other thinking ( Seyyedmohammadi , 2005 ) . Brooks ( 2001 ) 
Asks teachers to help build critical thinking skills in learners by doing the following activities: 
 To place great value for their questions. 
 To look at them as thinkers who can create some hypothesis about the world. 
 To seek their ideas and opinions.  
 To ask them to provide some explanations for their responses. 
 To nurture their intellectual curiosity.  
 To seek not their only correct responses. ( Biabangard , 2006 ) 
 
1 . 4 Creative methods of questioning 
  
Controversial questions include a list of various questions that can motivate the power to imagine and produce 
many ideas about a particular topic . In this case the answers the answer to any question that may be considered 
along with the emergence of a new idea about the desired subject matter. So many times ,  the idea that is produced 
in this way, is quite innovative and valuable (Afshin , 2008 ) .  
 
1 . 5 . The stimulation and application of imagination 
 
Imagination and romanticizing can be a prelude to creativity. In other words, first people plan and program 
actions in their mind, and finally create them in the form of subjective and imaginary. 
 
1 . 6 . Why a solution? (Brainstorming responses) 
 
Uninterruptedly think to find very creative solutions to your questions. When you found a solution continue your 
efforts to find other solutions. If our mind is strong enough with finding a solution, it searches for other solutions. 
Because creativity is not only fun but it is also enjoyable. 
 
1 .7 to pose branched questions  
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Many of the educational subjects can be divided into different parts and deal with them as single question. For 
instance, in order to teach the word tree and its usefulness, we can pose the following questions: What are the main 
parts of a tree? What is the usefulness of a tree? And many other questions.  
 
1 . 8 To pose questions out of the system  
 
Many of us plan frameworks, norms, and rules to answer a certain question. In other word, we are so accustomed 
to such frameworks or norms that we cannot see other options. A creative mind must , first seek answers  out of the 
regulations and rules of the system ( Sheykhzadeh , 2007 ) .  
 
1 . 9 . What if .......method  
 
What if all human were alike? What if we had two heads? What if we could fly? What if we had eye at the end of 
each our fingers? 
 
 1 . 10 : questions to promote the senses  
 
The games that activate the senses and challenge them first develop the senses and then the thinking process. 
 
1 . 11 : Uses and applications   
 
For example, what are the uses of a swing needle or a piece of a stone? Name at least 25 uses. What are the other 
uses of this object? What can we make from this object?  
 
1 . 12 . Open ended-Questions 
  
Imagine we visit a man from another planet and we can only ask three questions. What kind of questions do you 
ask? Compare your questions with your classmates.  
 
1. 13. The random words method or mandatory relationships 
 
 In this method, some words are chosen like: seat, car, etc, . Now, we say a word randomly likes: cabbage, 
tractor, needle, animal and …. One must make a relationship between the word chair and cabbage or camel or make 
a chair so that we cake eat it like a cabbage (Sheykhzadeh , 2007) .  
 
1 . 14 . Incomplete stories and topics 
 
If you are interested to behave in a creative manner, always try to seek more better ideas, maybe the last idea is 
the one you looking for ( Suleymanzadeh , 2008) .  
 
1 . 15 The similarities and differences 
  
What are the similarities and differences between a cat and a giraffe? What are the similarities between a needle 
and stone? Can you make a TV set like this?   What are the similarities and differences between a human and a cat? 
 
1 . 16 . Over-statement and under-statement 
 
Can you make a pocket Pc, radio or TV set? What can you add to them? What happen if they are doubled?  
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1 . 17 . Transformation and substitution  
 
What can you substitute for that? How can we change that? 
 
1 . 18 Explorative questions 
 
To encourage the learners to ask explorative questions is not only interesting but also challenging. The value of 
questions lie in the responses they provide. These questions must be planned and prepared beforehand by the 
teachers before using in the class ( Kiamanesh , 2005 ) .  
 
1 . 19 Performance-Analysis questions 
 
Both teacher and student can analysis the performance of one another by asking some questions. In this manner, 
asking questions not only encourages high-level learning but it also contributes to error analysis, misunderstandings, 
and achievement progress. Look at the following question: 
 
 How much did I get from reading today’s material?  
 
1 . 20 Questions regarding the stream of consciousness 
  
In this situation, the person must write down whatever which comes to his/her mind about the subject matter 
without thinking about the relativity and the quality of the questions. After writing the questions down, the student 
can change, modify and improve them.  
 
2 . Conclusion  
 
A knowledgeable teacher guides his/her students when teaching without putting pressure on them. S/he instead 
motivates the learners and removes the obstacles in their way towards progress. Actually, the teacher motivates the 
learners to think and achieve educational goals. This is the task of a successful teacher ( Kiamanesh , 2004) . A 
teacher who seeks to promote explorative activates, questioning, and creativity should facilitate and guide the 
process of learning. S/he should also be a good critic, tester, and supporter for the learners.  
 
Creativity which is the most beautiful and interesting characteristics of human being and the symbol of the 
eminence  and , dynamics of any nation and civilization , manifest itself in the form of curiosity and questioning . 
The process of socialization suppresses the natural creativity of man by prejudgement labelling like : good , bad , 
right , wrong , appropriate , inappropriate , ugly , beautiful , and so on . Young children do not have any impression 
of such values and labels and react without these restrictions. Therefore , out capacity to express out creativity is 
gradually decreased as we are told to accept the theories , assessments , and opinions of other people ( Ghasemzadeh 
, 2001 ) .Teachers , on the other hand , teach students to answer questions and help them in problem-solving . They, 
wrongly, neglect problem-making and understanding the problem. Usually teachers do not provide students with 
sufficient opportunities to ask questions they may have in facing realities and stop their explorations (Aghazadeh , 
2006 ) .  
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